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The theory of partition regular systems of linear equations over the set of integers 
has been developed by Rado and Deuber. In this paper the nonlinear situation is 
considered. In particular, we characterize with respect to partition regularity 
systems of homogeneous equations, where in each equation the variables are raised 
to the same exponent l/k for nonzero integers k and in the whole system each 
variable is raised to exactly one exponent. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ramsey theory an important topic deals with the behaviour of solu- 
tions of systems of equations with respect to partitions of a ground ring. 
The first result in this direction was given in 1916 by Schur. 
1.1. THEOREM [Sch 161. Let 6 be a positive integer. Then for every 
coloring A: %+ -+ (0, . . . . 6 - 1 } of the set of positive integers with 6 colors 
there exist positive integers x, y, z with A(x) = A(y)= A(z) satisfying 
x+ y=z. 
A few years later van der Waerden proved his famous theorem on 
arithmetic progressions: 
1.2. THEOREM [vdW 271. Let 6 be a positive integer. Then for every 
coloring A: Z+ + (0, . . . . 6 - l} there exist arithmetic progressions 
a, a -t d, . . . . a + kd of arbitrary finite length with all terms colored the same 
with respect to A, i.e., A(a) = d(a + d) = . . . = A(a + kd). 
Arithmetic progressions with, say, (k + 1)-many terms can be described 
by linear equations, namely by the system (xi+ 1 -xi= xi--xi- I j i= 
1 , . . . . k- 1). Inspired by these results, Rado studied in {Ra 331 the 
behaviour of the solutions of arbitrary systems of linear equations with 
respect to colorings of the set Z of integers with finitely many colors. 
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In order to establish Rado’s results we introduce some notation. Let 
(R, +,.) be a ring. In this paper (R, +,.) will be the ring Z of integers, the 
ring Q of rationals or the ring 08 of reals with the usual addition and multi- 
plication. The subset of all positive elements of R is denoted by R+, the 
subset of all negative ones by R-. 
Let M be a subset of R and let 0 be the vector (0, . . . . 0) of appropriate 
length. A system g(x,,, . . . . x,-r ) = 0 of equations in variables x,,, . . . . x,_ r 
is partition regular in M iff for every positive integer 6 and for every 
coloring d: M+ 6, where 6 := (0, . . . . 6 - 13, of M with 6 colors there exist 
nonzero elements to, . . . . t,,-i EM\(O) with d r {lo, . . . . g,,-,} =const and 
SC5 0, ..., t,-1)=0. 
Here in all systems under consideration the number of equations and 
variables is finite. For results concerning infinite systems of equations 
compare, e.g., [Ra 691, [Hin 741, [DH 871. 
For positive integers v, w let R” x W be the set of all v x w matrices with 
entries in R. A matrix A E R” x w with columns a,, . . . . a,- 1 has the columns 
property in R iff there exists a partition I,, u . . . u 1, = { 0, . . . . w - 1 } of the 
set of column indices of A such that 
0) CieIo a,=0 and 
(ii) for j= 1, . . . . m the sum Ciel, ai depends linearly over R on the 
previous columns ak, where k E I,, u . . . u IjP 1. 
The following result of Rado characterizes all Z partition regular systems 
of linear homogeneous equations with integral coefficients: 
1.3. THEOREM [Ra 331. Let A E 22”” w be an integer valued matrix. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ax = 0 is partition regular in Z. 
(ii) A has the columns property in Q. 
In a subsequent paper [Ra 431 Rado considered systems of linear 
homogeneous equations over the field [w of reals. The characterization of 
the partition regular ones is similar to that given in 1.3 (see also 
Theorem 2.2). Later Deuber extended Rado’s results in [De 731, [De 751, 
where partition regular systems of linear equations over Abelian groups are 
characterized. 
In this paper we concentrate on homogeneous equations. For systems of 
inhomogeneous linear equations compare, e.g., [Ra 33, EGMRSS 73, and 
St 751. 
While systems of linear equations are studied intensively, not much is 
known for nonlinear systems. Here we consider this situation. In particular, 
we prove 
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MAIN THEOREM. Let I be a positive integer. For every ii 1 let A, E P” w1 
be integer valued matrices and let k, be nonzero integers. Then the system 
(Aj(Xf,$, . ..) x;,QT=oIi=o, . . ..l-1) 
is partition regular in Z iff for i = 0, . . . . Z- 1 the matrices Ai have the 
columns property in Q. 
We discuss also the canonical case for such systems of equations, i.e., 
colorings of, say, the set of integers with an arbitrary (not necessarily finite) 
number of colors. 
2. PARTITION REGULAR SYSTEMS 
Let 3(x,, . . . . x,*- 1) = 0 be a system of equations. Notice that concerning 
partition regularity it suffices to concentrate on terms 9(x,, . . . . x,_ 1) 
which cannot be factorized nontrivially. Namely, if gi(x,,, . . . . x,_ 1) for 
i = 0, . . . . n - 1 are terms with coefficients in a ring R without divisors of 
zero, then 
n-1 
n 3(x,, . ..) x,- 1) = 0 is partition regular in R 
i=O 
iff there exists an i<n such that ‘$(x0, ..,, x,+ I)=O is partition regular 
in R. 
We only have to show the implication “ =z+ ,” since the other one is 
obvious: Suppose to the contrary that for every i< n the equation 
4(x0, ..a> x,.- 1) = 0 is not partition regular in R. Then for every i < II there 
exist colorings A i: R -+ 6, which admit no monochromatic solution of 
%:(x0, ..*, x,~ _ 1) = 0. Consider the coloring .4: R -+ ni, n 6, defined by 
&-I= (di(r))i<, for r E R. Then there is no monochromatic solution of 
IT{<, %CxO? ‘*.Y w,_ 1) = 0 with respect to the coloring d. 
The following is a key result for characterizing several types of partition 
regular systems of equations: 
2.1. THEOREM. Let (R, +,.) be a ring. For subsets A, BE R\(O) let 
f: A + B be a bijection. Then for every system 9(x0, . . . . x,- 1) =Q of 
equations the following statements are equivalent: 
0) 9(x0, . . . . x,,,_ 1) = 0 is partition regular in A. 
(ii) S(f -‘(x0), . . . . f -l(x,,,- 1)) = 0 is partition regular in B. 
Proof of 2.1. Let f: A -+ B be a bijection. Since f can be replaced by f - ’ 
it suffices to consider the implication (i) * (ii). Let 9(x,, ~.., xX,- 1) = 0 be 
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partition regular in A. For positive integers 6 let A: B -+ 6 be a coloring. 
This induces another coloring A’: A -+ 6 by d’(x) = d(f(x)) for every x E A. 
Since 9(x,, . . . . x,-i) =0 is partition regular in A, there exist 
l 0, . . . . [,- 1 E A \{O} all colored the same with respect to A’ such that 
St5 0, . . . . t,,,- 1) = 0. For i< w put ii=f(li). Then &,, . . . . [,-r are colored 
the same with respect to A and 99(f-‘(co), . . . . f-‘([,- 1)) = 0. Since 6 was 
arbitrary, the system S(f-l(xO), . . . . f-‘(x+ r)) = 0 is partition regular 
in B. m 
First we will deal with partition regular systems of equations over the 
reals. Rado characterized the systems of homogeneous linear equation 
which are partition regular in [w: 
2.2. THEOREM [Ra 431. Let A E WX” be a real valued matrix. Then the 
foliowing statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ax = 0 is partition regular in Iw. 
(ii) A has the columns property in iw. 
Remark. If AEZvXW is an integer valued matrix, it suffices in (ii) that 
A has the columns property in Q. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let a be a nonzero rational number and let A E KY’” w be a 
real valued matrix. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) AhE, . . . . x:-1 )’ = 0 is partition regular in [w +. 
(ii) A(x{, . . . . xz- 1 )T = 0 is partition regular in [w-. 
(ii) A(xE, . . . . xt- 1 )T = 0 is partition regular in [w. 
Of course, if a is not an integer and, moreover, if x0, x1, . . . . x,- 1 E [w-, 
then x& x9, . . . . x;- i are not elements of the set of reals. But by 
homogenity, it is possible to divide each equation in the system 
4x;, xy, . . . . x;- 1 )T =0 by (- 1)“. This has no essential influence on the 
solutions, and thus we work really in [w than in the set Cc of complex 
numbers. 
Proof of 2.3. Since the mapping f: Iw + + Iw - with f(x) = - x is a bijec- 
tion, (i) is equivalent to (ii) by 2.1 and homogenity. The implication 
(ii) + (iii) follows by set inclusion. In order to show (iii) + (ii) consider for 
an arbitrary coloring A: [w - + 6 the induced coloring A’: [w + 26 defined by 
A’(x) = 4x1 
if x~aB- 
A(-x)+6 if XE[W+. 
Then there exists with respect to A’ a monochromatic solution 
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< - 1 E R\(O) of A(x;, . . . . x*,-r 
:E ;‘i yzlds the desired result. 
)‘= 0. Multiplying this solution by 
1 
Since for nonzero rationals a the mapping f: R + -+ R + with f(x) = X? is 
a bijection, 2.1-2.3 imply: 
2.4. THEOREM. Let a be a nonzero rational number and let A E R” x w be 
a real valued matrix. Then it is valid that 
A(x;, . . . . x”,- l)T = 0 
is partition regular in R iff A has the columns property in R. 
Notice that by the remark following Theorem 2.2 for matrices A E Z”’ W 
we can restrict the condition on the matrix A in Theorem 2.4 to the 
columns property in Q. 
Now we consider the corresponding systems in the ring of integers. The 
linear homogeneous situation has been treated in Theorem 1.3. For the 
nonlinear case we need 
2.5. LEMMA. Let CI be a nonzero rational number and let A E Q”” x. Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(if A(.$, . . . . x”,- 1 )T = 0 is partition regular in Z +. 
(ii) A(x;, . . . . x”,- 1 )T = 0 is partition regular in Z -. 
(iii) A(x& . . . . x”,- t )T = 0 is partition regular in Z. 
(iv) A(x;, . . . . x”,- 1 )T = 0 is partition regular in 2. 
Notice that for systems A(x& . . . . x”,- 1 )T = 0 partition regularity in, say, 
Z- only refers to the variables xi, i < w and not to the x9, i < w. Thus the 
values of xi have to be in Z-, whereas the values of x; need not be in Z--. 
Proof of 2.5. The proof of the equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) is similar 
to that of Lemma 2.3. Since Z c Q it remains to show 
(iv) --t (iii) Let 6 be a positive integer. By compactness there exists a 
finite subset Q* c Q such that for every coloring A: Q* -+ 6 there exists a 
monochromatic solution to, . . . . <,,- I E Q*\(O} of A(xG, . . . . x*,- r)r = 0. 
Choose a positive integer N such that N. Q* = (N . q I q E Q* > c Z. But 
then as in Theorem 2.1 (for 6 fixed) for every coloring A’: N. Q* -+ A 
there exists a monochromatic solution co, . . . . i,- I E N. Q* j(O) of 
A(x:, . . . . x:- 1 )T = 0 with respect to A’. 1 
2.6. THEOREM. Let A E Qux w be a matrix. Then A(x;“, . . . . x;! l)T = 0 is 
partition regular in Z + iff A has the columns property in Q. 
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Proof of 2.6. Since the mappingf: Q\(O> -Q\{O} withf(x)=x-’ is 
a bijection, we conclude by 2.5, 2.1, and 1.3 that 
A(x,‘, . ..) x,’ 1)= = 0 
iff 
/4(x,‘, . ..) x,’ l)T = 0 
iff 
4x0, . . . . Xw-l)==O 
iff 
A(x,, . ..) x,-I)= = 0 
iff 
is partition regular in Z+ 
is partition regular in Q 
is partition regular in Q 
is partition regular in Z 
A has the columns property in Q. 1 
In [EG 80, p. 371 it has been asked whether an analog of Schur’s 
Theorem 1.1 for reciprocals of positive integers is valid, namely, whether 
the equation l/x + l/y = l/z is partition regular in E+. By Theorem 2.6 it 
follows that this equation is partition regular in Z+. Moreover, this result 
can be extended in the following way: 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let 6 be a positive integer. Let A: (1, $, i, . ..} -+ 
(0, 1, a.., 6 - 1> be a coloring of the set of reciprocals of positive integers with 
6 colors. Then there exist an arithmetic progression of arbitrary finite length 
in (1, i, 4, . ..}. w h ere all terms together with their common difference are 
colored the same with respect to A. 
Proof of 2.7. Consider the system 
t 
1 1 
---=J-ii=l,...,k). 
xi+1 xi x0 
As the corresponding matrix has the columns property in Q, the result 
follows by 2.6. l 
For systems A(xt,...,xk,-r)==O with AeQuXW and keZ\{-l,O, l} 
the situation seems to be more complicated. One conclusion is 
straightforward: If the system (*) A(xt, . . . . xt,- 1)T = 0 is partition regular 
in Z+, then A has the columns property in Q. For if not, then by 2.3, 2.4, 
and the remark following it, the system (*) is not partition regular in R+ 
and thus not in Z+. On the other hand, the columns property of the matrix 
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A in Q does not imply partition regularity of the system (*) in Z +, as for 
example the equation x3 + y3 = z3 shows. Thus, concerning partition 
regularity of arbitrary nonlinear systems, number theory seems to be 
involved here heavily. 
Especially, we do not know whether the equation x2 + y2 = z2 is parti- 
tion regular in Z+. Notice that by 2.3 this equation is partition regular in 
1w+. Nevertheless, there are quadratic equations, which are partition 
regular in Z +, namely: 
2.8. FACT. Let a,, . . . . CI,,-~ be nonzero rational numbers satisfying 
@) th 
ere exists a nonernpty subset ZE (0, . . . . w - l> such that 
c. rE,~i=O and 
(ii) there exist c E Z + and /zi E Z for every ie Z with 
and 
1 Iz,ai= 0. 
ieI 
Then the equation Ci < M, ai. x2 = 0 is partition regular in Z +. 
Proofof2.8. Let IE{O ,..., w-l},c~Z+ andl<eZfor itzIbegivenas 
above. For integers 6 E Z+ let A: Z+ + 6 be a coloring. Put p = max,,, ]&I. 
Since by Theorem 1.3 the system (xi+, -xi = (l/c) x0 / i = 1, . . . . 2p + 1) is 
partition regular in Z+ (compare also the notion of (1, p, c)-sets given in 
Section 3), there exists a monochromatic solution, namely there exist 
positive integers, a, d with A t (a, a + d, . . . . a F pd, cd} = const. 
For i< w put 
if iEZ 
if i$Z. 
Then we conclude by (i) and (ii): 
1 LX,{; = c a,(a+&d)*+ c ai( 
i -c w iPI i$I 
=a2~~Iui+2ad,~Iai&+d2 c CX~L~+C~ c oli 
( isl i+I > 
= 0. 
Thus the equation C i < ,,, Uixf = 0 is partition regular in 7 +. 1 
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For example, Fact 2.8 yields the partition regularity of the equation 
2n-x+?x+zx;+x~=o, 
if 2n is a square. On the other hand, all partition regular root-systems can 
be characterized as follows. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let k be a nonzero integer and let A E ~2”~ w be a matrix. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A(x$~, . . . . x$‘! 1 )T = 0 is partition regular in Z +. 
(ii) A has the columns property in Q. 
Proof of 2.9. By Theorem 2.4 and the remark following it the implica- 
tion (i) + (ii) is valid. Now let A have the columns property in Z?. 
Let d: Z+ -+ 6 be a coloring. Consider for positive integers k the induced 
coloring d’: Z+ -+ 6 with d’(x) = A(?). By Theorem 1.3 there exists a 
monochromatic solution t,,, . . . . <,-r of Ax = 0 with respect to A’. Then 
t:, .*-> t:- 1 is a monochromatic solution of A(xA”, . . . . x:5,)‘= 0 with 
respect to A. For negative integers k the result follows by Theorem 2.1. 
3. (m, p, C)-SETS 
In this section we consider systems of equations, where the variables may 
have different exponents. Here we will deal primarily with the partition 
regularity in Z + ; similar results are valid for partition regularity in R. 
Deuber introduced in [De 731 a combinatorial structure called (m, p, c)- 
sets, which turned out to be very fruitful in characterizing partition regular 
systems of homogeneous linear equations: 
Let c be a positive and m, p be nonnegative integers. A subset M of the 
positive integers is an (m, p, c)-set iff there exist positive integers x0, . . . . x, 
such that M= UT=“=, MC’), where 
Mu)= cx,+ 
i 
2 AjZixjI-p<&<pandiljEZforj=i+l,...,m 
j=i+l 
Thus M consists of all elements occurring in the following list: 
cx,+I,x1 +i,x, + -*. +A,x, 
CXl +I,x, + ... +A,x, 
cxz + ... +;l,x, 
cx, . 
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We refer to MC’) as the ith row of the (m, p, c)-set M. It turns out that 
(m, p, c)-sets have the partition property: 
3.1. THEOREM [De 731. Let 6, m, p, c be positive integers. Then there 
exist positive integers n, q, d such that for every (n, q, d)-set N the following 
holds: For every coloring A: N --+ 6 there exists a (m, p, c)-set MEN with 
A T M = const. 
With this result Deuber extended Rado’s Theorem 1.3 by connecting 
(m, p, c)-sets with solutions of partition regular systems of homogeneous 
linear equations; i.e., he approximated the solutions of such systems by 
(m, p, c)-sets: 
3.2. THEOREM [De 731. Let A E Q”” w be a matrix. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ax = 0 is partition regular in Z+. 
(ii) A has the columns property in Q. 
(iii) There exist positive integers m, p, c, such that every (m, p, c)-set 
contains a solution of Ax = 0. 
These (m, p, c)-sets are also an appropriate tool for characterizing 
several partition regular nonlinear equations. In order to do this we need 
some more complex structure, namely finite products of powers of 
(m, p, c)-sets. As (m, p, c)-sets have the partition property, products of 
powers of these do also have this property: 
3.3. TWEOREM. Let 6, 1 be positive integers. For every i< 1 let mi, pi, ci be 
positive and k, be nonzero integers. Then there exist positive integers ni, qi, 
di for i < 1 such that for all (n,, qi, di) -sets N, the following holds: For every 
coloring 
A: n aFiaiENifor i<l 
1 
-+6 
i i i I 
there exist (mi, pi, ci)-sets Mi s Ni for i < 1 such that 
Af {&Ib~IbiEM,}=const. 
For integers x and subsets M, N,, . . . . N,_ i C_ Z let x. M = {x. m 1 m E M) 
and let niC,Ni= (n,,. ... .y1!-i I niE Ni for i< I>, Notice that for positive 
integers x and (m, p, c)-sets M the set x. M is also an (m, p, c)-set. 
Proof of 3.3. We proceed by induction on the number 1 of factors. The 
case I= 1 and k, = 1 has been solved in Theorem 3.1; for arbitrary integers 
kOE E\(O) and I= 1 the result follows by methods as in the proof of 
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Theorem 2.1 (see also below). Suppose now that the statement is true for 
all I’ < Z and arbitrary parameters 6 E Z + and mi, pi, ci6 Z+ and 
kieZ\(O} for i<Z’. 
Let FEZ+, mi, Pi, CiEz+3 and k,~z\{O} for i<Z be given. By 
Theorem 3.1 there exist II _ , 1, qr- 1, d,- 1 E Z + such that for every coloring 
A: N,- r -+ 6 of an (n(- r, q,- 1, d,- ,)-set N!- 1 there exists a monochromatic 
(ml-,, q1-l, d,-l)-set in N,-,. By the induction hypothesis there exist 
ni, qi, diE H+ for i< Z- 1 such that for every (II,, qi, d,)-sets Nj and for 
every coloring A:ni,,_, N,+6 ‘w-” there exist (m,, pi, c,)-sets in Ni with 
monochromatic product. 
_ Let A: {n,<,a~Ia,~N~} -+ 6 be a coloring. This induces a coloring 
A,,: ni,,Ni-+S with Ao(~i~rai)=A(~,,,u~) for ajeNj, i=O, . . . . Z-l. 
Furthermore define A, : nIiClpI Nj + 81N’-ll by A,(Q, . . . . ule2) = 
A,(a,f, . . . . UT-~) iff A,(u,- ... ‘a,-2 .a) = Ao(u$ a ... .ujY2 .a) for all 
UE NIP 1. By choice of nIiCleI Ni there exist (mj, qi, d,)-sets M,c Nj for 
i < I- 1 such that A, t n j<l- r Mj = const. Now, considering the coloring 
A,: N,_,-+6 with A,(u)=A,(a,- ..e .~,-~.a) for some (ao. ... .u[-~)E 
Hi, I-r Mj yields a (ml- 1, pI- 1, cl- ,)-set M,_ r monochromatic with 
respect to A,. 
Then for all bi, b* E Mj for i < Z it is valid: 
A(@. . . . .b;‘-;.b;?;)=Ao(bo. s.. .b,e2.b,_,) 
=A,(b,*. ... .bF-2.br-I) 
=A,(b,*. ... .b,*_,.b,*_,) 
= A(&fk”. . . . . b,Yk;m2 . b;“_k:-I). 1 
3.4. THEOREM. Let I be a positive integer. Let Aje Qvix w be matrices and 
let kj be nonzero integers for i = 0, . . . . I- 1. Then the system 
(A,(xtp, . . ..x.~;_,)~=OI~<Z) 
is partition regular in Z + ijjf f or every i< I the matrix Aj has the columns 
property in Q. 
Proof of 3.4. By 2.9, partition regularity of Aj(x:,p, . . . . xf,t;- l)T = 0 in 
Z+ implies columns property of Aj in CD. Let A,,, . . . . A,- 1 have the columns 
property. By Theorem 3.2, there exist m,, pi, CUE Z+ for i< I such that 
every (mj, pi, c,)-set Mj contains a solution of Aj(xj,o, . . . . xi,,,- l)T = 0. By 
homogenity, every set A4 = (ni, I @ ( aj E Mj for i < Z} contains a solution 
of the system (Ai(x:,t, . . . . x~,&,)T=Oli<Z). For i=O ,..., Z-1, let Nj be 
(nj, qj, d,)-sets according to Theorem 3.3. Put rj = nXsNj x for iE I, where 
I= {i<ZJkj<O}. Then niEIr,yki. {n,,, UP ( ui E Nj for i < Z} is a subset of 
Z+ and the result follows by Theorems 2.1 and 3.3. m 
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For inhomogeneous systems of equations the situation is not the same as 
it is in the homogeneous one; namely, one-element solutions have to be 
considered: 
3.5. THEOREM. Let k, 1 be positive integers and let AE QUxv and 
BEQUXW be matrices. Then the system 
A(Xh’k, . ..) x;‘” 1) + B( y; l”, . ..) y,“‘:)T = 0 
is partition regular in Z+ iff there exists a E Z+ with A(a’lk, . . . . allk)T + 
B(a-I”, . . . . a -l’oT = 0 or both A and B have the columns property in Q. 
Proof of 3.5. Let A and B have the columns property in Q. By 
Theorem 3.1 there exist positive integers mA, pA, cA such that every 
(mA, pa, c,)-set M, contains a solution of A(x,, . . . . x0- 1)T = 0. Similarly, 
there exist mEI, pB, cg such that every (mB, p B, c,)-set M, contains a 
solution of B(y,, . . . . Y,,-~)~=O. But then M= (ak.b-‘JaEMR, HEMP) 
contains a solution of 
A(x;‘~, . . . . x;‘_k l)T + B(y, l”, . . . . y,:‘;)’ = 0. 
Namely, for X= A, B take n,, qX, x d E Z + according to Theorem 3.3 and 
let N, be (n,, qX, d,)-sets. Take a positive integer n such that n/b E Z + for 
every b E NB. Then for every coloring 
A: ak. % ’ aENA,bENg 
i 01 
-6 
there exists a monochromatic solution of (*). 
Now let the system (*) be partition regular in Z +. Multiplying (*) 
appropriately, we can assume that all coefficients of A and B are integral. 
Choose r E Z + such that for all integers co, . . . . [,,- 1 > r each component of 
B([, “I, . . . . C,“:)’ is strictly between - 1 and 1. Suppose for contradiction 
that for every aE Z’ we have A(aljk, . . . . a”k)T c B(a-‘I’, ,.., a-l’r)T #O, and 
say, A does not have the columns property. Then by Theorem 2.9 there 
exists for some 6 E Z + a coloring A: Z + -+ 6 which admits no 
monochromatic solution of A(x;‘~, . . . . xi’! l)T = 0 with respect to A. Take 
the induced coloring A’: Z + -+ 6 + r defined by 
A’(x) = A(x) 
if x>r 
x+6--1 else. 
By choice of r there does not exist a monochromatic solution of (*) wit 
respect to A’. 
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For systems, where the variables do not all have the same coefficients, 
the situation seems to be more complex, as the following two examples 
indicate: 
- Let Q,~ E Q for i = 0, 1 and j= 0, 1,2. Then the system 
( C a,,jxj=O, C a,,jx;l=O j-c3 jc3 > 
is partition regular in Z+ iff either there exist an i < 2 and a nonempty 
subset JE (0, 1,2} such that ai,j=O for j=O, 1,2 and ~jEJal-,j=O or 
Cjc3 a, j = 0 for i = 0, 1. This is due to the fact that for integers a, b, c the 
equation ax2 + bxy + cy2 = 0 is partition regular in Z + iff a + b + c = 0, 
which can be verified by considering for primes p E Z+ the Rado partition 
A,: Z+ -+{l,..., p-l} with A(x)=x” iff x=p”‘.x” with x’EH+u(O), 
XUEZ:+, and x” $ 0 mod p. 
- Let ai, b,E Q for every i< W. Suppose that either cli > 0 for all 
i <: w or ai < 0 for all i < w. Then the equation xi, w aixf + xi< w bixi = 0 is 
partition regular in Z+ iff either ai = 0 for all i < w and 
c b,x,=O is partition regular in Z+ 
i-cw 
or there exists a E Z+ satisfying 
iFw aia2+ c b,a=O. 
iiw 
This is due to the fact that quadratic terms grow much more rapidly 
than linear terms; i.e., coloring a sufficiently large initial segment of H + 
injectively and then coloring with two new color intervals [q”, q”+ ‘[ 
monochromatically in an alternate way, q large enough, shows the desired 
result. 
4. CANONICAL COLORINGS 
Until now we considered colorings of rings with only a finite number of 
colors. If one considers arbitrary colorings of a ring, one cannot expect to 
obtain in general monochromatic solutions of systems of equations. 
However, as we will see the behaviour of the solutions with respect to any 
coloring shows certain regularities; that means, only a small number of 
patterns occur. The aim is to describe these patterns. For a more detailed 
description of canonical Ramsey theory compare e.g., [PV 851. 
In this section we restrict our considerations to the ring of integers. The 
results can be carried over to the real situation (even if the colorings have 
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countable image), but then the proofs are technical, so we omit them here. 
For related results concerning equations over Abelian groups, compare 
also [DL 891. 
As an example of a canonical partition result let us look at the canonical 
version of van der Waerden’s Theorem 1.2 on arithmetic progressions, 
which is due to Erdiis and Graham: 
4.1. THEOREM [EG SO]. Let k be a positive integer. Then there exists a 
positive integer n with the following property: For every coloring 
A: {O,...,n-1) -+ Z there exists a (k + l)-term arithmetic progression 
a, a + d, D.., a + kd such that either 
A T {a, a -t- d, .,., a + kd) is a constant mapping 
or 
A t (a, a + d, . . . . a + kd} is a one-to-one mapping. 
Thus for arithmetic progressions there are exactly two canonical cases, 
the constant and the injective one and none of these may be omitted 
without violating the statement of Theorem 4.1. For the similar com- 
binatorial structure of (m, p, c)-sets one cannot restrict to only two 
cases-the constant one and the injective one-but three turned out to be 
sufficient to describe the canonical partition behaviour: 
4.2. THEOREM [Le 861. Let m, p, c be positive integers. Then there 
exists a positive integer n which satisfies: For every coloring A: { 1, . . . . n} -+ Z 
there exists an (m, p, c)-set M = Uy= 0 M(‘) with MC’) = { cx, + Gr= i+ 1 &xk ) 
-p < I, < p, I, E Z > such that one of the following cases occurs: 
(i) A(x)=A(y)for allx, REM 
(ii) A(x)=A(y) iffx=yforaZlx, REM 
(iii) A(x) = A(y) for all x, y E MC’) and all id m and A(cxi) = A(cxi) 
iff i= jfor all i, j6m. 
Thus for (m, p, c)-sets M either M is colored constantly or M is colored 
injectively or elements of the same row of M are colored the same but 
elements from different rows are colored differently. 
Remark. Theorem 4.2 can be strengthened slightly in the following way: 
For every m, p, c E Z + there exist n, q, d E Z + such that for every (n, q, d)- 
set N and every coloring A: N -+ Z there exists an (m, p, c)-set MS N> 
which is colored canonically (as stated in 4.2) cf. [FGR SS]. 
For arbitrary systems Ax = 0 with A E Q” x w, which admit a solution in 
the set of positive integers, there are in general more than three canonical 
cases. Namely, if the rank of A is r, then by linearity there exist 
582a!SX.‘i-4 
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4 ,,, . . . . c$~-,EZ+ with A((,, . . . . 5,-1)T=0 and I(&,, . . . . l,-,}I <,<rf 1. 
Thus for all positive integers to, . . . . e,,,_, with A({,, . . . . t,-l)T=O there 
can occur on the set {to, . . . . <, _ i } all equivalence relations on an (r + l)- 
element set. Indeed, there are systems which match this upper bound on 
the number of canonical cases (cf. [Le 851). 
As (m, p, c)-sets describe solutions of partition regular systems of 
homogeneous linear equations, they are also appropriate to describe their 
solutions in the canonical situation. Namely, it turns out that the three 
cases carry over, as the next result shows: 
4.3. THEOREM [Le 86 J. Let A E Quxw be a matrix which satisfies the 
coltimns property in Q2 and let IO, . . . . I,,, be a corresponding partition of the 
set of column indices of A. Then there exists a positive integer n which 
satisfies: 
For every coloring A: (1, . . . . n} -+ Z+ there exists a solution to, . . . . t,- 1 of 
Ax = 0 such that one of the following cases is valid: 
(i) A t {co, . . . . t,,,_ 1} is a constant coloring 
(ii) At {to, . . . . t,,-,> is a one-to-one coloring 
(iii) for all i, j < w it is A(ti) = A(tj) iff there exists a k < m with 
{i, j> Elk. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 shows that a solution <,,, . . . . t,,- i can be 
chosen from an (m, p, c)-set M for appropriate positive integers m, p, c. 
Moreover, ti is an element of the jth row of M if iE Ii. Thus, by the remark 
following Theorem 4.2, colorings of the first n integers can be replaced by 
colorings of (n, q, d)-sets. 
Using, as before, the mapping f: Z + -+ Z + with f(x) = xk for k E Z + it 
can be deduced from 4.3: 
4.4. THEOREM. Let A E 62” x W be a matrix which has the columns property 
in Q and let I,, . . . . I,,, be a corresponding partition of the set of column 
indices of A. Let k be a nonzero integer. Then there exists a positive integer 
n which satisfies: 
For every coloring A: { 1, . . . . n} --*Z there exist to, . . . . <,,-1 E { 1, . . . . n} 
with A(c$~“, . . . . <i’! 1)T = 0 such that one of the following cases holds: 
(i) A f {l,, . . . . t,_1} is a constant coloring 
(ii) At {to, . . . . L1> is a one-to-one coloring 
(iii) for all i, j< w it is A(ti) = A(lj) iff there exists a k d m with 
(i, j} CIk. 
For investigating systems of partition regular equations, where not 
necessarily all variables are raised to the same exponent we considered 
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products of powers of (m, p, c)-sets. Therefore one could do so in the 
unrestricted case. Thus we should have a canonical partition result for 
products of powers of (m, p, c)-sets. It will turn out that in the 
homogeneous case, i.e., all exponents are the same, three canonical cases 
are sufficient. This is due to the fact that‘a pure product situation is not 
present, since the number of factors can be chosen arbitrarily. If not all 
exponents are the same, the situation becomes more complicated, i.e., there 
are more than three canonical cases. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let 1 be a positive integer. Let (mi, pi; ci) be triples of 
positive integers for every i < 1. Then there exists a positive integer r = r(I) 
and for ever i,< r triples (n,, qi, di) of positive integers which satisfy: 
Let N, be (ni, qi, di)-sets for i < r. Then for every coloring A: ni, r Ni --f 12 
there exists an l-element subset J= (j,, . . . . j,- 1> c (0, . . . . r - l] with 
ji< j,+l for i=O, . . . . I - 2 and (mi, pi, c,)-sets Mj, E Ni and there exists an 
element x=nkCr,k+J xk with xk E N, such that one of the following cases 
occurs: 
(i) A t x. njCJ iI4, is a constant coloring 
(ii) A t x. njEJ Mj is a one-to-one coloring 
(iii) for all y,, y.7 E M, with jE J, it holds 
A(x’~-Yi)=A(x’~);*) 
tff yj and yIF are in the same row of Mj for every jE J. 
Proof of 4.5. Let 1 E Z + be given. We can assume w.1.o.g. that all triples 
(mi, pi, ci) for i< 1 are identical, say, (m, p, c). This is due to the fact that 
for each two triples (m,, po, co) and (m,, pl, cl) of positive integers there 
exist positive integers n, q, d such that every (n, q, d)-set contains both and 
(m,, po, co) and an (ml, pl, c,)-set, namely, choose n = max(m,, m,} and 
q=max(p,.c,, p1 .co} and d=co.c,. 
Put r = 3(1- 1) + 1 and choose for every i < r positive integers ni, qi, di 
large enough such that the following considerations are valid. 
Let N, be (n,, qi, di)-sets for i< r. Let A: nIiCr Ni -+ H be a coloring. 
Then we claim that there exist (n:, q?, d))-sets NT E- Ni, where n:, q:, 
d* E Z + are appropriately, such that the restricted coloring A T n,,, N,? 
behaves canonically with type sequence (c,, . . . . c,- i). This means: For 
every i< r there exists tie { 1,2, 3) such that for every choice of 
XEIIj<r,j#i NJ+ the restricted coloring A t x . NT is of type cir where a 
coloring A of an (n, q, d)-set N is of type 1 (nsp. 2; 3) iff A is constant 
(resp. is injective; is such that each row of N is colored constantly, but 
different rows are colored differently). 
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This claim can be seen by a product argument in the following way. 
Suppose the statement is valid for (Y - 1) factors. Let d: n,,, Ni -+ Z be a 
coloring. Consider the restricted colorings d t x . Ilo < i< r Ni for x E N,. 
Iterated applications of the induction hypothesis to d t x . n,, i<r Ni for 
every x E N, provide (ni, q!, dl)-sets Ni E Ni for 0 < i < r such that 
A tX’IIO-ci<r Ni behaves canonically. By Theorem 3.1 there exists an 
(nb, q&, db)-set Nb E N, and ci, . . . . C,E { 1,2, 3) such that for every 
x,x*~Nb the colorings dtx.‘&,i,, Nl and d TX* .l&<icr N; behave 
canonically with type sequence (ci, . . . . c,- 1). 
Now for ZE&.,~<~ Nl consider the colorings A t z . Nb. Applying 
Theorem 4.2 for every z E n, < ii I Ni and finally Theorem 3.3 yields 
(n,* , q?, dT)-sets NT E Ni f or every i< r and CUE { 1,2,3) such that 
dtz.N$ is of type c0 for every ZE~~<~<~NT. Let Afnj,,NF behave 
canonically with type sequence (co, . . . . c, _ 1). The pigeon-hole principle 
applied to the elements cO, . . . . c,- 1 provides a c E { 1,2, 3) and an Z-element 
subset JG (0, . . . . r-1)suchthatforeachx=~i,,,4,xiwithxi~N~the 
coloring A 7 x njEJ N1? behaves canonically with type (c, . . . . c). If c = 1, we 
are done, as then by transitivity A t x. njeJ NJ% = const for each x and by 
choice of n,?, q]F, d,? every N,? contains an (m, p, c)-set. 
Suppose now that’ c E (2, 3). If, say, c = 2, then for different 
y, z E n,,, NT the elements x .y and x. z may yet be colored the same. For 
such situations we apply general methods developed in [Voi 851. Voigt 
showed that categories satisfying certain conditions have the so-called 
diversification property; in particular, this means that two injective map- 
pings behave on some substructure as follows: 
- either they have disjoint images 
- or they agree. 
Here we use this approach. For fixed x E xi < r,igJ Ni and j, = min J 
apply the following lemmas to the mappings A t x .y . N$ and A t x . z . Ni 
for .h ZE HjeJiijoj N *. Clearly, in case c = 3 we can restrict our considera- j 
tions to the leading terms djO .x of the rows of N$. Since A TX .njeJ NT 
behaves canonically with type (c, . . . . c), where c E {2, 3}, the two colorings 
under consideration cannot agree on an (m, p, c)-set. This proves the 
theorem. 1 
4.6. LEMMA [Voi 851. Let m be a positive integer. Then there exists 
a positive integer n which satisfies: Let Ai: (0, . . . . n - 1 } --f Z for i = 0, 1 
be one-to-one colorings. Then there exists an m-element subset 
ML (0, . ..) n - 1 } such that one of the following cases is valid: 
(i) A,(x) # A,(y) for aZl x, y E M 
(ii) A,(x) = A,(x) for all x E M. 
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4.7. LEMMA [Voi 851. Let m, p, c be positive integers. Then there exist 
positive integers n, q, d which satisfy: 
Let N be an (n, q, d)-set and let Ai: N -+ Z for i = 0, 1 be one-to-one 
colorings. Then there exists an (m, p, c)-set MS N such that one of the 
following cases is valid: 
(i) A,(x)#A,(x)for a/lx, yeM 
(ii) A,(x) = A,(x) for all XE M. 
Let M be a subset of Z+ and let k be an integer. Then Mk denotes the 
set (mk\ mEM} of k-powers of M. In order to characterize those systems 
of equations 
(A(x;,$, . . . . xf,t;- ,)T = 0 1 i < 1) 
which are partition regular in Z +, we used products of powers of (m, p, c)- 
sets for the canonical situation. Applying similar arguments as in the proof 
of Theorem 4.5 we obtain that for structures JJ,, [ Mp, where M,, . . . . MI- r 
are (m, p, c)-sets and k,, . . . . kl_ 1 are nonzero integers, there are at most 3k 
canonical patterns, where k = 1 (k,, . . . . k,_, >I depends on the number of 
different exponents. Hence for k, = 1 and k, = 2 there are at most nine 
patterns. Concerning lower bounds we achieve that one needs at least five 
canonical patterns, as the following considerations show. 
Let m, p, c with p B 2 be positive integers. We consider the behaviour of 
certain partitions on structures A4. N2, where A4 and N are (m, p, cf-sets: 
(i) Let A,: Z+ -+ (0) with A,(x)=0 be given. Then AlfM.N2= 
const. 
(ii) Let A,: H+ -+Z+ with AZ(x) =x be given. Then A2 t M . N2 is a 
one-to-one coloring if every element x E M . N2 has a unique representation 
x = m . n* with m E M and n E N. But this can be satisfied easily. 
(iii) Let A,: Z+ -+ Z+ u (0) be defined by AS(x) = x’, where x has 
the unique representation x = 3”’ . x” with x’ E Z + u { 0} and x” f 0 mod 3. 
Let x0 and x1 be the first generators of an (m, p, c)-set. Let x0, x,, c have 
the unique representation x0 = 3”;. xi, x1 = 3”’ . xc, and c = 3” . c”. There 
are three possibilities: 
(rz) c’+xb<x;, thenA,(cx,)=A,(cx,+1~x,)for -p<k<pa.nd 
A,(cxo) f A,(cx,). 
(B) c’+xb=xi, then for every A E H with I;lj G p - 1 exactly 
two elements of the set (cxof(n-l)x,,cxo+IZx~, 
cxo + (A + 1) x1 } are colored the same with respect to A, and 
their positions depend only on the residue class of I mod 3. 
Moreover, A,(cx,) = A,(cx,). 
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(7) c’+xb>xi, then for 1 E Z with /A) 6 p and 2 f 0 mod 3 it is 
valid d,(cxO +x1) = d,(cxO + ix,) #d,(cx,) and d,(cx,) # 
A,(=, 1. 
Since d,(x .v’) = 2 . d3(x) . d,(y), these possibilities carry over to the 
restrictions A, t m . N2 and A, t M. n* for m E M and M E N. 
(iv) Every positive integer x has a unique representation 
X=X* .(x**)~, where x*, x** E Zf and x* is square-free. Let 
A,:Z + + Z+ be a coloring defined by Ad(x) = x*. Then for m EM the 
restricted coloring A, t m . N2 is a constant coloring. Now, let x0, x1 be the 
first generators of M and let n E N. Suppose that A, tn2. (cx,, - x1, cxo, 
cxo+x,, cxo + 2x, > = a, where a is square-free. Then there exist t, U, v, 
WEZ+ with cxo - x1 = at2, cxo = au*, cxo +x1 = av*, and cxo + 2x, = aw*. 
But then t2, u2, v2, w2 constitute a four-term arithmetic progression 
consisting of squares only. Already Fermat in “Inventum Novum” stated 
that this is impossible. For a proof compare, e.g., [PO 121. Moreover, this 
also shows that for p 3 5 none of the patterns given in (iii) occurs with 
respect to A,. 
(v) Let A,: Z+ -+Z+ be defined by As(x) = 2d3(X). 3d4(x). Then for 
m E M the coloring A, t m . N2 behaves as described in (iii). Moreover, for 
iz EN the coloring A r M . n2 does not behave as in (iii). 
For quotients M/N of (m, p, c)-sets we have by the remarks above at 
most nine canonical patterns. But it seems that we can restrict to three 
patterns. Especially, we conjecture: 
Let k be a positive integer and let d: Q + + Q + be a coloring. There 
are (k + 1)-term arithmetic progressions a, a + d, . . . . a + kd and b, b + e, . . . . 
b + ke such that one of the following cases is valid: 
(i) Af ((a+Ad/b+pe)IO<IZ, p<k}=const. 
(ii) A(a + ;l,d/b + poe)=A(a+A, d/b+p,e) iff J,,=J,, and po=,uu, 
for all O<io, 11, po, pl<k. 
A resolution of these problems would give more insight toward a charac- 
terization of the canonical patterns of the solutions of partition regular 
systems (Ai(xil~,...,~ilI,kl_l)T=O(i<l), whereAi~WiXWiandk,~Z\{O}. 
The above considerations show that there are at most 3k canonical cases, 
where k = ) (k,, . . . . k,-,}I. The colorings A,, . . . . A, given above show that 
for the system 
xi+1 -xj=xo, i= 1, . . . . k- 1 
dl:1- Yf” = Y, > 112 k32 
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at least five canonical cases occur, since for every solution to, . . . . ek E Z + of 
<y;l:, - yt12 = y:” / i= 1, . . . . k) 
the square-free factors 5:) . . . . 4: are all the same. 
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